like many intellectuals in europe, Hungarian writers and intellectuals took part in the mobilization of intellect in their country and created their own war culture from the beginning of WWi. and, like the war culture of many Hungarian politicians and of the mass press, it was based on hatred. at the beginning of the conflict, many Hungarian writers and intellectuals of all ideological persuasions offered their pens and their words to blame or even reject the enemy culture, especially French culture. expressing anti-French sentiments became part of the battle of words -in multiple ways and to varying degrees, according to intellectuals' journals and groups -, and for some periodicals it remained an important topic right until the second part of the war when Hungarian public opinion was gradually turning (not without fluctuation) towards peace from battlefield news. this study looks at those authors and journals involved in creating their war culture through the criticism of France and French culture during the first mobilization years (1914) (1915) .
in WWi, the considerable decrease in autonomy due to the reversing of the art rules 1 went hand-in-hand with a closely related phenomenon described by aviel roshwald and richard stites like this:
this cross-continental retreat from foreign soil was a kinetic parallel to the intellectual abandonment of 'alien' inspiration. 2 * see below béla balázs's essay with the same title. this paper was supported by the János bolyai research scholarship of the Hungarian academy of sciences.
1. nicolas beaupré, écrire en guerre, écrire la guerre. France, Allemagne, 1914 -1920 However, rather than a total abandonment of foreign inspirations, we could claim that every belligerent nation was trying to reevaluate its foreign inspirations of the prewar period to such an extent that -at least at the beginning of the conflict -the perception of foreign cultures became mainly or exclusively geopolitical, related to the polarity between friend and foe. during the first mobilization years (1914) (1915) , the enemy's culture was generally devalued or ignored while allies' culture was over-valued in the national cultural self-definition. likewise, in Hungary, the interpretation of foreign cultures and literatures took place in a more or less exclusive geopolitical frame at the beginning of the conflict and French culture and literature became part of this geopolitical re-evaluation process. 3 However, as michel espagne and michael Werner point out, poli tical changes may have a more or less important influence on cultural exchanges, but they interfere with other impacts too. WWi is a good example where geopolitical arguing was often mixed up with reviving old antagonisms and stereotypes defined by political as well as intellectual trends in the past. espagne and Werner also emphasize the importance of individuals and groups in transferring ideas, representations and cultural objects. due to the total character of WWi and the closing of the borders, the number of persons to pass through the frontiers decreased significantly; some mobility, as one important element of any cultural exchange, remained, however, but -at least at the beginning -only towards allied countries and, to some extent, towards neutral ones. ideas and objects could also cross the borders with difficulty.
in addition, there was a general paradox related to cultural antagonism during WWi: while the significant decrease in cultural exchanges marked a profound disintegration process of an intellectual and cultural europe in the making since the 1880s, 4 writers and intellectuals, thinking in terms of "civilization" against "barbarism" (all wanted to defend 'civilization' against the perceived 'barbarity' of the enemy), claimed for themselves a leading or a more important role than they had had before on the cultural scene in europe. accordingly, when criticizing France during 1914 France during -1915 , many Hungarian writers and intellectuals also thought (explicitly or implicitly) in terms of a French-German kulturwar to take over the leadership of europe in intellectual and cultural matters and where Hungarians could find a new, less marginal position than they thought had before the conflict. 5. art critic zoltán Felvinczi takács stressed for example that, "since we Hungarians have been belonging to the West, we follow the path showed by the Germans." ibid., "a magyarok és a németek" [Hungarians and Germans], Nyugat, no. 21, 1 nov. 1914, p. 450. division oF labor in tHe Hatred oF tHe enemies the Hungarian mass press and public opinion were dominated by anti-serbian sentiments during the first months of WWi and even in the following period, along with anti-russian ones for obvious political and military reasons. anti-French or anti-british sentiments, due to the lack of common battlefields, were of secondary importance for the majority of Hungarians. accordingly, there were great differences regarding hatred and atrocities against enemy civilians on Hungarian soil. 6 since the assassination of the archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife, serbians and romanians had changed place, moving to the top of the list of Hungary's enemies, 7 and the serbian population in Hungarian territory had been harassed in various ways, officially and non-officially. although the rights of French or british citizens were restricted, they were not, unlike serbians, harassed in the streets, and they were significantly much less interned, too. 8 along with the dominant hatred of serbs in the public sphere, some antiFrench sentiments were also expressed in scenes of urban culture at the beginning of the war: on the 18-19th of august 1914, the Jardin d'Hiver and the Jardin de Paris, two orpheums in budapest performing cabaret, were renamed to téli kert and berlini kert -direct Hungarian translation or transformation of the former French names. 9 many retailers, more particularly fashion shops or restaurants, as well as the Parisiana movie theater in budapest were renamed too. 10 even menus got new Hungarian appellations in the budapest ritz. 11 these practices -concerning not only French, but also english appellations in Hungary 12 -were in harmony with similar renaming all over in europe. 13 so there was a division of labor in the hatred of the enemy: while the Hungarian mass press and public opinion were dominated by anti-russian and anti-serbian one could suppose that anti-French reactions on the part of literary and intellectual press close to the political authorities were obvious from the very beginning due to their strong loyalty to the national cause and war effort. nevertheless, by taking a closer look at the journals, a more nuanced and perhaps surprising picture can be drawn. in Magyar Figyelő (Hungarian observer), the major proestablishment intellectual review (characterized by an inclusive version of nationalism before the conflict), hatred towards the enemy was never excessive (not even at the beginning). apart from some early writings by the novelist Ferenc Herczeg, the journal's editor-in-chief and personal friend of Prime minister istván tisza, the journal did not want to arouse passions to the maximum. until march 1915, when the great Carpathian battles began against the russians on the eastern front, it rather emphasized the heroism of Hungarians and appreciated the allies, more particularly the Germans, and did not criticize the enemies excessively. this low-profile was well suited to the discourse on a defensive war based on dismissing the accusations of "barbarism" plaguing Germany from the beginning of the conflict, since the violation of belgium's neutrality in early august 1914 arousing a significant anti-German campaign in the entente and neutral press. 14 using this political strategy of rejecting (excessive) hatred of the enemy, they thought they could differentiate themselves just from these very enemies: in other words, being moderates, they could appear "civilized," while their enemies, sunk in hatred, appeared automatically as "barbarians." this discourse particularly fitted with the self-image of central powers willing to represent themselves as true civilians in comparison with France and britain, whose prevailing popular image, unlike that of russia, was just of the "leader of civilized nations. another reason for the liberal-conservative writers' moderation was that, while in the authoritarian and semi-constitutional Germany, mainly writers and intellectuals (who formed the sole group accustomed to having political discussions and debates) created a war culture to express war hatred (the mass press was not very keen on it), 17 in the Hungarian part of the monarchy -where liberty of expression was an established custom since 1867 -the mass press also took part in the creation of a war culture, along with writers and intellectuals. so the latter -whether close to the establishment or not -did not feel alone, unlike their German counterparts, in forming a general war culture, and consequently could express more or less divergent opinions. similarly to the German establishment, by doing this pro-establishment writers and intellectuals wanted to avoid democratic "consequences" of any excessive agitation of the people, too. authors include Hugo, Croker, daudet, doyle, ohnet, Wells, tolstoy and zola. on one hand, due to a lack of war literature in Hungarian at the beginning of the conflict, budapest people turned to foreign authors on the subject. on the other, WWi could not alter reading habits overnight, on account of several circumstances: the national publishing industry came to a halt (until late 1914 it was dying), transportation from abroad significantly decreased, and readers were short of money to buy books. 26 libraries' book acquisitions completely stopped from the entente countries. acquisitions by the Central library of budapest were German books and periodicals at the beginning of the conflict, 27 but later on it got in touch with the dutch book merchant, martinus nijhoff and the swiss-italian company olschki, in order to continue to procure French and english books and reviews. However, censorship of these publications would only be stopped by the Prime minister himself, istván tisza, during the first months of 1915. 28 via these new channels, journals and publications from entente countries or from occupied belgium could reach the country, including Les Débris de la guerre de maeterlinck and Parmi les cendres de verhaeren. 29 so while an important part of the Hungarian literary press was aroused in cultural hatred and very often in anti-French sentiments, at least at the beginning of the conflict, readers in the capital spheres kept their own preferences for reading foreign novels, including French ones, at their home or in libraries, about war or not.
the theme of the Paris under assault was a quite popular subject at the very beginning of the war, not only in books but also in journals. Géza laczkó, While periodicals close to the political establishment tried to appear moderate regarding the enemy, or at least regarding Western enemies and their culture for obvious political reasons, harsh attacks -not surprisingly -came from the Catholic cultural press. similarly to many european Catholic journals, this one was traditionally hostile to French republicanism and democracy and blamed them for modern lifestyles, materialism and individualism. the ultraconservative congregational monthy Magyar Kultúra (Hungarian Culture), founded by the Jesuit priest béla bagha, and the literary weekly élet (life) laid great emphasis on new values created by the war. both journals wrote about a modern "crusade," where Germany and its allies must fight in the West and the east against 'the spirit of religion turned into superstition' and the "godlessness that diverts from Christianity." obviously, the first criticism concerned russia; the second France. 32 these journals devoted many pages to describing the kulturwar between the two enemy camps, and made frequent references to French "low morals." in their eyes, France had been subversive both in political and cultural terms since before the war. a number of anti-values were listed since august 1914: promiscuity, immorality, pornography, frivolity and so forth. verbal abuse used by these journals was typical of anti-modernist and anti-feminist discourses. according to the Catholic novelist János anka, war was a struggle between cultures and morals: German impeccable religious morals were fighting "the worms of culture." "the paint of decadent French culture peeled off from us in these times of earthquake so we could take clothes of iron," he said. where, France was compared to "an aging, washed-out lady, whose silken dress is covered with mud." 34 anti-French sentiments were closely related to the aesthetics of violence in these journals.
another typical means for ultraconservative Catholics to criticize French culture was linking French products, both intellectual and popular, to so-called "low culture" in order to depreciate them; this was, at the time, a widely popular elitist technique among conservatives and ultraconservatives in the whole Western world. addressing booksellers, the critic Péter nagy called in Magyar Kultúra for a boycott on "French outmoded literary delicacies" on the pattern of a planned boycott of French commercial products by Hungarian merchants. 35 He condemned fashion, theatre, arts and low reproduction as immoral and suggested a "guerrilla combat" to defend Hungary against all these evils. While the journal disdained French modernist writers, at the same time, in october 1914, French Catholic provincial writers such as Frédéric mistral were still praised.
tHe volte-FaCe and tHe subseQuent silenCe oF universalist FranCoPHiles
What is surprising in terms of anti-French sentiments is the fact that another wave of hatred of France and French culture in august 1914 came not from pro-establishment literary journals, but from "autonomist" ones, which had been known for their cultural Francophilia and even for an antiwar stance before WWi. but since the outbreak of the conflict they had lost much of their independence along with their Francophilia. seemingly, they made a complete withdrawal by criticizing France and French culture during the first weeks, but the majority of these writers and intellectuals often adopted the voice of the betrayed lover, hinting at their (previous) positive feelings toward France and French culture.
the autonomous literary review Nyugat (West) and the progressive daily Világ 37 (World) were very active during the august fever and the following months in creating their war culture via a specific cultural critical discourse which became popular among intellectuals all over in europe: the discourse 37. both had to make a complete withdrawal since they had been entirely anti-war till WWi broke out.
opposing "words" and "deeds." 38 many of their contributors, writers and intellectuals, were thirsty for action; however, this fervor stirred by the war was blended with doubts and fears. they also hoped that the force of the war would revitalize artistic activity and the relationship of war and literature became a burning topic. many of them also expressed serious dilemmas regarding France and French culture. their discourse on France was the most complex discourse on hatred in the whole Hungarian intellectual life.
From "FareWell to Paris" in VILáG to a dialeCtiCal interPretation oF FranCe and FrenCH Culture in NYUGAT universalist Francophiles turned their back on France and French culture because they anticipated a short war and a rapid victory of the Germans on the Western front, and they wanted to prevent any possible accusations of being a Francophile when their country was at war with France. like many writers and artists from a Central european background, numerous Hungarian writers and intellectuals (and not only universalist Francophiles) had visited the "cultural mecca" since the end of the 19 th century. 39 it is clear that, for many of them, it was complicated to express their opinion on France or French culture when WWi broke out. so many of these writers adopted the voice of the betrayed lover, but once the august fever ended, they preferred to fall silent about France. the progressive daily Világ even published an editorial during the first days of august expressing disappointment in Paris in the voice of the betrayed lover: "Causing a harmful depression […] France is alien to us," however "it had led the true culture for centuries." 40 the anonymous author (probably lajos Purjesz, editor-in-chief) said goodbye on behalf of an entire generation who 'had turned to Paris with its entire soul'. 41 but this link was broken in the storm of the war and the next generations of artists and fans would look at more at berlin than at Paris since the Parisian culture fashion was over: "We are crying for the Paris we have just lost." to have an idea of nuances, let us quote Budapesti Hírlap, a conservative daily that also welcomed the changing position of the French capital for Hungarians but by using a different rhetoric: "Paris had always been the eldorado of desires that we, non-objective Hungarians, preferred to see as the world capital," and it is still a goal in the war but no longer of Hungarians' journeys to see human achievements, but rather of German soldiers to "teach a panicky people having lost its morals to honor justice and humanity." 42 the conservative Budapesti Hírlap (and other major papers) also joined the Catholic press in condemnation of republicanism (that was supposed to destroy France) and in praise of the monarchy. However, not all of their journalists agreed with that: laura lengyel refused such a one-sided explanation lacking reason and fairness regarding France in her diary and expressed her fear of the "Junker spirit." 43 Farewell to Paris was an important topic in Világ: in the same tone as the editor-in-chief in Világ, ignotus, a great critic and publicist of his time and editor-in-chief of the modernist review Nyugat, said goodbye to all the enemy capitals a couple of days later in Világ in his regular column on 9 august. 44 the day before, the author of the editorial had justified the Germans' war as a "cultural force" and a "cultural responsibility" after the German victory at liège. 45 at the same time, Világ also reported on the Hungarian merchants' plan to boycott French products. 46 However, in the following weeks, ignotus (along with other authors) criticized russia much more than France and stressed in many articles a justified war against its despotism in the name of democracy and liberalism, which was a typical argument of Hungarian liberal and leftist authors in the first years of WWi. , Világ, no. 189, 9 august 1914, p. 5-8. ilona bölöni was disappointed by the belligerence of ignotus, who epitomized the objective, nuanced critic before WWi. laura lengyel was disappointed too. diary of laura lengyel (2 sept. 1914), op. cit., p. 1309. mrs. bölöni also noticed the voice of the betrayed lover regarding ignotus: his words are as naïve, she claimed, as those sulky words of a college boy addressing the idealized young lady. diary of itóka bölöni, 9 august 1914, Holmi, 2014, no. 11, p. 1300. Her diary notes stress the important role of ego-documents as platforms of private opinions in times of censorship and of 'spiral of silence'. a 'spiral of silence' -a terminus technicus of media theory -means members of community fear isolation due to their differing individual opinions.
45. Jewish culture before the conflict, so they are only turncoats who want to hide their real identity behind the mask of the national self-awareness (he also named specifically the publishing house singer and Wolfner, run by assimilated Jews and publisher of the already-mentioned liberal-conservative pro-war weekly Új Idők). this article was one of the very few to prove that anti-French and anti-semitic sentiments could merge together in Hungary during WWi. in 1917, istván milotay, editor-in-chief of Új Nemzedék, confronted Világ with its early anti-French sentiments. 49 it was noted that anti-romanian and anti-serbian sentiments had been missing completely in Világ, proving its anti-patriotismbut such a remark was nothing short of a projection of the 1917 image of the enemy to the period of august 1914. at that time, Világ was equally characterized by anti-French and anti-russian sentiments, but anti-british and anti-serbian sentiments nevertheless came in second. despite the lack of a rigorous censorship until 1916, it became increasingly difficult to express disapproval of conformist views. self-censorship became widespread among intellectuals, particularly during the first months. those who tried to defend France and French culture on a democratic and liberal basis during the first months were more low-key and raised their voice, not without ambivalence, in Nyugat, the autonomous literary review, and, to a lesser extent, in the daily Világ. some of these voices tended to articulate a moderate criticism of political France in order to come to the defense of French intellectual culture. György bölöni, senior fellow at Világ and art critic, presented France -by calling it "the teacher of human thinking" 51 and "an awakener of the human consciousness of europe" -as the victim "of tetchy politicians." thanks to the diary of his wife, ilona bölöni -journalist and translator -we know that the assassination of Jean Jaurès tormented him, revealing that he more particularly condemned the nationalist turn of French politics. 50. Gyöngyvér Czere, Világ (1910) (1911) (1912) (1913) (1914) (1915) (1916) (1917) (1918) (1919) (1920) (1921) (1922) (1923) (1924) (1925) (1926) . Repertórium (1913 Repertórium ( -1914 the bölöni couple -ilona in her diary, György in his articles and both of them in their correspondence with anatole France (whose ilona was a secretary before WWi), expressed a "moving testimony of the fact that (intellectual) connections were dropped because of the war" 55 -manifesting explicitly or implicitly a still existing admiration of universalist France and anatole France, the incarnation of the latter.
opposing
57
the poet endre ady, a Francophile and a partisan of universalism whose name epitomized poetic modernism, warned against condemning France unconditionally in the conflict: fed by the dreyfusard tradition, ady contrasted the "ugliness and idiocy" of France to the "French genius" embodied in his eyes by anatole France, the writer most quoted in Nyugat before the war. 58 in november, he described Paris as "a mundane lady strangled by her pimp," and reappraised it as a "female" city and the "new athens," embodying universalism, in a France that had resigned its universal purpose. so ady chose to create an antagonism between the country and its capital to preserve his love for French culture seen as universalist, but his articles did not end in controversies (in september 1914 he assured ignotus that he understood why he had buried Paris). in november 1914 in Új Nemzedék, lajos kassák -founder of the first Hungarian avant-garde journal a year later, which became energetically antimilitarist -recalled his trips before 1914 to France explicitly that "the nicer memory was Germany." 61 He described Germany as an empire complemented by "citizen socialism" and where the whole country is a huge united family. similarly to ady, he contrasted Paris as a center of literature and arts with the French countryside where, according to him, people remained excessively ignorant, a fact which was long hidden from Hungarian "Paris-lovers" -he stressed. However, he emphasized that Paris -open to all nations -received them "loudly, with a big hug." 62 less than one year later, in July 1915, another writer of Nyugat, zoltán ambrus, already saw that the conflict would freeze Franco-Hungarian cultural relations in the long run: "it is over for a long time that we visit Paris every now and then." 63 teCHniQues For desCribinG tHe FrenCH-German kulturWar more particularly in Világ (and in many other press and periodicals, too), several ways of describing the French-German kulturwar were perceptible. a typical means of reformulating French-German antagonism was to contrast German "science" (rationality and force) -corresponding to kultur -to French "literature" and "arts" (imagination) -corresponding to Civilization. 64 the journalist Ödön Gerő of Világ stressed, by referring to kant, the Germans' sense of duty that distinguished them from the French, victims of their own imagination, instincts and impressions. 65 a similar argument appeared in German descriptions of French civilization in WWi. ignotus stressed the antagonism of a young Germany where knowledge is shared by members of the society more than in France. Germans were typically organized, ready for action and prepared to make sacrifices, which looked much more important in war than literature, arts and so forth. these rather sophisticated views were recycled in an oversimplified and reversed form by the French in WWi to contrast the "French genius" to "teutonic pedantries" (with the more or less latent intention to prove that Kultur was at the root of German atrocities). another typical argument in Világ (and in other journals too) claimed that the war was for preserving enemies' cultures from self-destruction. this argument, they thought, worked particularly well with regard to Western european enemies. many articles stressed that unlike the entente, Hungarians (and Germans) were tolerant regarding enemies' cultures:
it is no small detail that it does matter to our enemies whether or not we stay alive, because our life protects them from ruining themselves and we are preserving their life protecting ideas -the very ideas they themselves abandoned. We are the country of voltaire and renan and that of stuart Hill and Herbert spencer. as a reaction to German advances in France, in an article on 10 september 1914 entitled "at the gates of Paris," ignotus literally begged for the preservation of French culture, now in bad hands, and proposed to patronize it like a child. 74 on the model of the German war press, he claimed that contrary to the total destruction of russians and the humiliation of the english, which were war goals of Germany and its allies, the French only needed to be taught a lesson. 75 He also hoped that France could return to the top of the european continent where "it is geographically destined." Paradoxically, the more Paris fell, the more the idea of a Federation of european empires was realistic since the German occupation of Paris would make peace. such a claim for moral ownership would be quite frequent during the first years by Hungarian writers, scientists and intellectuals with the intention to dismiss the accusations of "barbarism" plaguing Hungary and their allies and to implicitly help their own Francophilia or anglophilia survive. 76 in Hungary, a similar moral ownership was claimed for shakespeare too, 77 and similar techniques can be noticed also with some French intellectuals claiming moral ownership of kant and Goethe. 78 evidently, this sort of argument was published alongside explicitly aggressive ones arousing the hatred of enemy countries. 79 another widespread technique was gendering the French-German antagonism. the writer of aesthetic style dezső kosztolányi, in his article on maurice maeterlinck, both feminized France and belgium and masculinized Germany. . more particularly literary journals, where articles combined Francophilia with nationalism before the conflict, as WWi broke out, felt obliged to manifest their turn away from French culture by emphasizing its low-class character in a racist way. according to Új Idők, French civilization unmasked itself in the conflict as "barbarian" by using colonial troops: it "showed itself as a Central african savage only listening to his instincts" -a reference on the basis of racism to barbaric colonial France, a proof of its inferiority in comparison with German kultur. similarly to Új Idők, another previously Francophile literary journal, A Hét (the Weekly) also accused French soldiers of cowardice at the beginning for hiding behind their colonial soldiers. 84 sometimes, diaries could reveal an altering opinion: the general hatred in Hungarian press against colored people (in the enemy camp) -colonial soldiers as well as Japanese for example -was noticed with consternation in her diary by the journalist laura lengyel, contributor to the conservative daily Budapesti Hírlap (Journal of budapest), close to the establishment. 85 the abovementioned A Hét -which had successfully blended French cultural orientation with nationalism for years before WWi and was edited mostly by assimilated, secular Jews, this time already close to the establishment -was particularly successful in expressing a hatred of French culture on a democratic basis. While catholic writers and intellectuals blamed France for betraying religion and morals, A Hét accused the French, on the contrary, of betraying its universalist ideals, leading naturally to an alliance with the despot russia:
is it possible that equality made alliance with whip, brotherhood with pogrom, and liberty with the prison guards of siberia? 86 ernő lengyel, contributor to A Hét explained this by the still "Catholic, conservative and imperial" character of France and argued that Hungary fooled itself by creating a very different image of France, as "the works of antimilitarist poets used to be recited not in Paris, but in budapest, bucharest and moscow." entering the war on the side of russia is "betraying humanity," a "grimace to europe." 87 France is defeated by the "diabolism, frivolity and corruption" of its sons. 88 so in A Hét, France was accused at the very beginning of betraying its democratic ideals by forming an alliance with the despot tsarist power, and this remained the common denominator of the publication's articles for years. Condemning russia because of its despotism was widely shared by Central Powers' leftist press as well as by all sorts of Jewish press. a Case oF a notorious Cultural GermanoPHile Writer béla balázs in the eyes of a minority devoted to German culture and literature in Hungarian intellectual life, a war lead by Germany was only the next step, if not a logical one in the recent development process characterizing Germany's modernization efforts. articles praising Germany and the Germans were significantly more numerous everywhere, including Nyugat where they only began to decrease from early 1915 on. 89 béla balázs was one of these few cultural Germanophiles among modernist writers before WWi. 90 along with György lukács, he attended the seminars of sociologist Georg simmel in Germany. in the literary debates preceding the war, he was often criticized for his so-called "German" (incomprehensible) style. With György lukács, he thought that German philosophy and literature had a regenerating force for Hungarian literature and culture, and that was why they attacked even Nyugat by condemning its l'art pour l'art and the "impressionism" of French style; in 1912 lukács even wrote a pamphlet with the telling title "the Gallic danger."
91
When WWi broke out, unlike his friend lukács who stayed in Germany and avoided conscription, 92 balázs had a short-lived military career; he enlisted as a volunteer during the first weeks of WWi and was soon wounded and demobilized in 1915. an early piece by him (august 1914 in Nyugat) was instrumental in initiating a polarization between "Germany" and "France" akin to an intellectual war culture. in his diary, he considered his own essay as a "declaration of war by an old ally of the Germans who had been attacked for years for writing like a German." balázs's article was in line with his pre-war passion for German culture, in which he saw a rejuvenating force for Hungarian culture. However, he did not reject French culture as a whole, but only its "latin" part. He praised certain French writers, like those around the nrF who represented, in his view, the German part of French culture. the nrF writers had been genuinely interested in German literature and philosophy, and since they not only enriched but even structured their reflection thanks to German intellectual trends, they can be considered as mediators of an "auto-construction of France by Germany." 96 therefore this interest for Germany by nrF writers was noticed by Hungarian béla balázs who put it in a new frame, namely the kulturwar frame during WWi.
according to balázs, the German option should be all the more obvious for Hungarian writers because the "German book fair became the stock exchange of world literature" thanks to the Germans' cultural interest in other cultures. this idea of German kultur's universalist ambition was rooted in 19th century German literary historians' ideas: Friedrich schlegel and others over-valued literature (in the absence of a solid German political system) and, because of that, some of them, like karl rosenkranz, even developed the idea that German poetry was profound enough not to lose its individual character while absorbing foreign literatures. 97 this image of a literature strong enough not lose its specific character when absorbing foreign influences was also strongly widespread in Hungary and suited well the inclusivist model of nation statehood prevalent until WWi.
We also possess balázs's diary notes of 2 august 1914, which were certainly the basis of the abovementioned publication, and thanks to that differences with his essay published by Nyugat can be identified. 98 a major difference is that, in the diary, he claimed to choose between berlin and Paris (so he offered a political and not a cultural choice), and also made clear that, by choosing berlin, he would opt for "internationalism" since there is hope for the monarchy to transform itself from a multiethnic empire into socialist states. in this sense, Parisculture of the shallow -represented "nationalism," while berlin -culture of the profound -a hope for internationalism; in other words, pre-war culture vs. culture of the future:
Paris meant the grinding of a nationalism that is already over-represented among Hungarians, the culture of the periphery for a people lacking the most "profoundness"; the cult of temperament for a country which will become poor due to its lack of organization and discipline. berlin means the opposite. the otherness of the German spirit is in fact reassuring: it guarantees that they could never absorb us Hungarians. 99 the words chosen by balázs in his diary betrayed old stereotypes on the French-German cultural dichotomy he crossed with the image of a most recent dichotomy (since around 1900) between "nationalism" and "internationalism." but finally, as we can see, he opted in his essay for a cultural choice he thought fitted better with the general image in Hungary of a French-German kulturwar.
HunGarian Writers' oWn Controversies reGardinG FrenCH
War nationalism and FrenCH Culture sometimes, judging the French war nationalism could be in the subject of polemics between different writers' and intellectuals' camps. in may 1915, károly burján, a caustic pen in the Catholic Magyar Kultúra, instead of taking sides when reims cathedral was destroyed in october 1914 (which could indeed have been a difficult task for a Hungarian Catholic as it was about the destruction of a French church), accused Nyugat of hypocrisy for shedding crocodile tears for reims a couple of months before. 100 in his view, it was hypocritical on the part of the "cosmopolitan" Nyugat to condemn the destruction of a Christian cathedral, as the journal itself took part in the destruction of Christian culture before the war. in reality, ignotus had published the poem La cathédrale by edmond rostand in Nyugat, adding a footnote that criticized precisely French intellectuals' war culture. rostand was compared by ignotus to tyrteus, a war poet of ancient Greek times who became a symbol of the war-monger intellectual in Hungary and in other european countries during WWi. 101 so neither Catholic nor autonomist writers in Nyugat condemned the destruction of the cathedral of reims -a French church and a famous european monumentby the Germans. instead, Catholics interpreted the publication of this poem by rostand as a betrayal of the Hungarian patriotic cause by writers of Nyugat, while, in reality, the latter condemned rostand for his war culture in making reims a symbol of French martyrdom.
Nyugat. However, still in his response to the reproach of laczkó, he stressed that France had always been "the laboratory of ideas" and still was, with a powerful force to teach other peoples.
a Common tarGet oF Cultural anti-FrenCH sentiments oF all sorts: anatole FranCe anatole France became a common scapegoat for Hungarian writers and intellectuals who aroused hatred, fear and disdain around him as well as selfhatred for being an intellectual. every literary journal published negative articles on him for a while.
during the pre-war years in Hungary, anatole France had been the most popular contemporary French writer: thanks to his philosophy and style, he was particularly popular with modernist and progressive writers and intellectuals who saw him as an incarnation of liberalism, humanism and rational skepticism. 107 as an important first publication on in late august 1914 in Világ, ignotus described France, who remained silent, as taking part -on the wrong side this time -in the new dreyfus affair the war represented. (Comparing WWi to the dreyfus affair was widespread in France.) once a socialist, now a nationalist, his case proves "the fortunate automatism of the intellect" according to ignotus:
in this major dreyfus trial of educated people, no doubts, he is supporting the Paty du Clams and the eszterházys. Can you imagine that? that's right. our times are much like the times of the dreyfus trial: you simply have to belong somewhere. the only difference being one has no choice, one simply cannot consider whose side to take. no doubt, a Frenchman can be nothing but -French. 108 However, as early as october 1914 -when anatole France was attacked by the French patriot press for his open letter advocating moderation and humanity for the Germans -the same Világ dedicated an editorial to celebrating his faithfulness to humanist values. He was described as a rebel against impartiality, "a small island in French bias." 109 a couple of days later the same journal reported without any comments that France wanted to join the army and stop writing. France's volunteering in the French army in october 1914 as an aged man and a famous writer was widely covered by the european press as a public manifestation of support for the French war effort. 110 in order to update anatole France's image in Hungary on the German model, the daily Pesti Napló even translated and published a letter by an anonymous German writer to anatole France accusing the "French intellectual aristocracy", including France himself, of remaining silent while the French press was full of hatred of Germany.
111
He could become a target even in Nyugat, where he had been the most quoted foreign author before the world war broke out 112 : in January 1915, zoltán ambrus, a novelist celebrated for his "French style" before the conflict, complained that the French writer, despite being an excellent novelist, lacked objectivity. 113 as we can see, his image was, however, complex among Nyugat writers thanks to ady, for example, who continued to admire him. on the other hand, the economist tibor vadnay stressed in the liberal-conservative Magyar Figyelő that France, who used to be known for his compassion and humanism, had disdained French glory before the conflict and spread decadence. nevertheless, during the first months it was quite frequent to quote enemy writers even in the energetically pro-war periodicals, close to the inner circles of the government. in a period of scarce information -news from the battlefield was strictly censored -quoting them was an attempt to understand the mechanism of war and predict how the current conflict would continue. Contemporaries also hoped that these enemy writers involuntarily unmasked the true nature of their own nation in their writings.
116
Quoting anatole France, rudyard kipling or arthur Conan doyle for this purpose was also -paradoxically -a way of acknowledging these writers as intellectual beacons in war descriptions, despite the fact that they all publicly supported the war effort of their respective country. His ambivalent reception did not impede his popularity among the larger Hungarian readership: the caustic pen of the eclectic Új Nemzedék, lászló márkus, even noticed a popular breakthrough of a. France's novels in Hungary by 1917, raising the example of his own maid, whose bedside reading was one of these novels. 123 in comparison with anatole France, romain rolland had a more balanced and significantly more positive image during WWi: the Hungarian press discovered him after summer 1915 mainly as a target of the French warmonger press and literary critique. on the logic of "the critic of my enemy is my friend," he soon became the most popular French writer in the Hungarian literary and mass press, worthy of a separate study.
124
FadinG anti-FrenCH sentiments emergence of contradictory images of anatole France and even his partial rehabilitation as well as the complex but generally positive representations of romain rolland illustrated greater changes as well: finally, in the course of the war, anti-French sentiments in the literary press and in the mass press were replaced, on one hand, by new targets of hatred and, on the other, by new interpretations of France and the French. in Nyugat in particular and in other periodicals, proponents of the democratization of the country, after an eruption of an ambivalent hate campaign against France and French culture in august 1914 and during the following weeks and months, there were far fewer writers and intellectuals who continued discussing France and its cultural life within the war culture frame. after summer 1915, many contributors to Nyugat expressed only empathy for soldiers and, with a few exceptions, no longer aroused hatred of the enemy. this also proves that, despite a considerable loss of its autonomy and liberty of speech, the most important modernist literary magazine did not become a proper intellectual platform for the national war cause. moreover, because of the perseverance of the French on the Western Front and because of the enormous cruelty of the war experienced by every nation involved in WWi, more and more Hungarian writers and intellectuals preferred to take a more detached position. there were moments, however, when a new wave of patriotic enthusiasm appeared in the literary press. but these moments were also moments of new hatred. after italy joined WWi on the side of the entente in may 1915, bringing a Central european character 125 to the conflict (at least in the eastern part of the european war theatre), the instrumentalization of French culture and literature for geopolitical purposes decreased significantly. at the moment of the verdun battles in summer 1916, French front heroism was even praised but articles stressed at the same time that the French had no choice but to surrender: the writer kálmán Csathó, in the liberal-conservative Magyar Figyelő, claimed that anybody for whom the French culture was important was watching their efforts with compassion but also added that French were still characterized by the fantasy they could defeat the Germans. 126 moreover, a Catholic French language teacher noted, regarding verdun, that again "one can talk about our enemies, if not with the same old sympathy as before the war, at least with the same old objectivity." 127 the hatred against French culture could be directly shifted to other enemy cultures, too. another crucial moment was when, in autumn 1916, romania 125. Catherine Horel, "l'europe centrale dans le 'concert européen'," actes du colloque franco-hongrois balaton, Öt Kontinens, budapest, elte, 2005, p. 9-20, p. 12.
126. the fact that Hungarian borders were at risk made authors of the Catholic weekly élet, an anti-French warmonger from the beginning of WWi, turn away from France explicitly towards new enemies (romanians and Hungarian Jews). moreover, editor-in-chief József andor described the French as "the nicest of our enemies who know the purpose they fight for." 129 by recognizing the achievements of French patriotism (bravery and heroism) and new religious fervor, the Catholic author also hoped that the war would bring about "a Christian France" since the war was started by French Freemasons, but fought finally by the French "popular spirit." at the same time, however, the social democratic writer József diner-dénes published an article in the austrian Arbeiter-Zeitung entitled Deutsche Kultur -ungarische Kulture and noted that not even the current war could change "the French character of modern Hungarian literature." 130 
ConClusion
For Hungarian writers and intellectuals, condemning French culture was a means to defend the symbolic frontiers of the Hungarian part of the austroHungarian monarchy during [1914] [1915] . this delimitation of French culture was strongest during the first weeks and months of WWi, when a rapid victory of the Germans was taken for granted on the Western Front. this was also because many of these writers and intellectuals were not actually enlisted (they had more opportunities in austria-Hungary to avoid enlistment than other social groups), they preferred to make war on the cultural field and turned against France and French culture. more particularly at the beginning of the conflict, many of them rejected -together with their individualism and/or aestheticism -, their cultural Francophilia. nevertheless, the readership, mainly in budapest, did not necessarily follow their prominent writers and intellectuals: they did not reject French writers and in the long run read especially those not discussing wars. Generally, Hungarian public opinion was more turned against serbia and russia and, later on, italy and romania. and as World War i went on, hatred of French culture decreased significantly in the mass press and in literary journals, so a full and long-term cultural protection was not attempted. 
